
Agree and Disagree: Give 3 reason why someone might agree or disagree 
 
 (Group 1) 

We will always have teachers and classrooms. 
Agree Disagree 

1. learn more skills  1.long hours of lectures  
2.teaching interaction 2.some classes are noise  
3.because the teachers makes the information 
easier  

3.lack of thinking and research skills  
 

 
 
(Group 2) 

Learning online can help people learn quickly. 
Agree Disagree 

1.Many learning tools .  1.difficult to communicate  with teacher  
2.you can find any information there quickly  2.If you don't have network you can’t online 

course  
3.you can study anywhere and any time  3.some people are not prefer learning online 
 
 
(Group 3) 

The skills you learn in life are more useful than the skills you learn at school. 
Agree Disagree 

1.life helps to communicate will people  1.some skills you need to learn at school  
2.use to deal with life problems 2.you will find a job if you finish your study  
3.help to accept the opinions of others  3.time mangement 
 
 
(Group 4) 

Mobile learning is dangerous because students don’t work, they send messages or chat. 

Agree Disagree 
1. The students take the answers from each 
other . 

1. Mobile learning lower cost . 

2. The students don’t take if seriously and 
making chat with their friend . 

2. We can get more information . 

3. The study  from mobile phone making lazy 
students. 

3. We can learning when we stay at home . 
 
 

 
 
 



(Group 5) 

Students should choose how they learn. 
Agree Disagree 

1.get information from internet.  1.get information from internet not true.  
2.study with friends.  2.study from more than one source reduce 

focus.  
3.attend extra courses and lecture.  3.study with group you can focus with them.  

 
 
(Group 6) 

You can’t learn very well without someone helping you to understand. 
Agree Disagree 

1.something we must use experiment to learn 
that 

1.some people use the Internet or books to 
learn that.  

2.if you learn any language you need a practice 
with someone.  

2.if i want to try.  

3.if learn some subjects are difficult  3.if the subjects are easy.  
 
(Group 7) 

Going to school isn’t just about learning a subject. It is also about learning social skills. 

Agree Disagree 
1.how to make friends 1.school is just about learning subjects 
2.for a lot of different experience  2.the studies must be focusing on their grades 
3.how to deal with different kind of people  3. 
 

Useful expressions to…… 

Give and Opinion Agree Disagree 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

 

How to respond when someone disagrees with your opinion? 

  



Possible Short answer questions: 

● Do you have a favourite colour? 

● What colour is your house?/What colour is your room at home? 

● Would you prefer to live in a house or a block of flats? 

● Which place would you prefer to live: by the sea, on a mountain or in a city centre? Why? 

● Would you like to live in Alaska for one winter? Why/why not? 

● What is your favourite place to have a break? 

● Do you plan to learn something new? What? 

● Is it important to go to university in your country? Why? 

● What kind of jobs are popular? Do you need special education to do them? 

● Which subjects at school do you like? Why? 

● Which subjects at school are you good at? 

● Which places in university do you use the most? 

 

Possible Medium answer questions (2-3 sentences answers) 

● Would you like to change the colour of your house/room? What colour would you like to have? 

● Why do people choose to live in unusual places? 

● Do you think the lifestyle in Alaska is healthy? 

● Which problems do people living in cities have? 

● Which problems do people living in the country have? 

● What is the most interesting building you know? 

● Can you describe your own house or flat? 

● Are there any differences in how people live in different parts of your country? 

● Tell me about a place you meet your friends. 

● Tell me about a place you work or study. 

● Talk about something your learnt outside the classroom. Did you enjoy it? Why? 

● What do you think will happen to schools and learning in the future? 

● Do you remember your first day at school? Can you describe it? 

● Do you have a plan or purpose for your education or job? What is it? 


